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Early Fiction Recommendations

Miki
by Ellen Miles
Fostering an adorable Bichon Frise
puppy between cooking classes, Charles
Peterson discovers that the talented
puppy has been trained to dance and
organizes a musical act in the hope of
finding her a new home.

The Skull: a Tyrolean Folktale
by Jon Klassen
In this thrilling retelling of a traditional
Tyrolean folktale, brave girl Otilla finds
herself lost in the dark forest after
escaping a terrible danger then comes
upon a cabin where she's hosted by a
skull who's afraid of something, too.

Thea Stilton and the Mystery
on the Orient Express
by Thea Stilton
The Thea Sisters are taking a special trip
on the "famouse" Orient Express for a
journey from Paris to Istanbul to return a
precious wedding dress stolen years ago
from an Istanbul museum.

The Hidden Treasure
by Jessica Burkhart
When her aunt, the ruler of the Dark
Forest, unexpectedly crashes a party
honoring a cousin's visit, Bella embarks
on a special quest for a magic crystal to
save her beloved Glimmer.

The Lonely Lion Cub
by Amelia Cobb
Possessing a secret ability to
communicate with animals, young Zoe
assists the injured and endangered
creatures at her great uncle's rescue zoo
and is compelled to take a big risk when
a lonely lion cub arrives. Original.
Simultaneous eBook.

Angelina Ballerina Loves the
Library
by Mike Deas
Angelina is excited to get a library card
from the Chipping Cheddar Library. There
are so many books she wants to read.
Then she finds out she can only check
out five books at a time!

All Hail the Queen
by Disney Book Group
Anna and Elsa explore the mountains,
fjords, and palace of their kingdom and
make new memories together.

Bad Kitty Makes a Movie
by Nick Bruel
When Kitty accidentally becomes a social
media sensation, she and Uncle Murray
embark on a hilarious Hollywood
adventure where she achieves stardom--
and, of course, trouble!

Books are the Best
by Maggie Testa
O the Owl learhshow to focus on one
thing at a time when he becomes
distracted during a storybook reading at
the library.

The Right Track
by Apple Jordan
While traveling to Troll Valley to celebrate
the Crystal Ceremony, Anna, Elsa, and
their friends help a young troll named
Little Rock.

Grace the Cove Dragon
by Maddy Mara
Three new girls share an incredible
secret--they can transform into powerful
Sea Dragons when they travel to the
Magic Forest!
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My Friend is Sad
by Mo Willems
When Gerald the Elephant is sad, Piggie
is determined to cheer him up, but he soon
finds after many tries that it only takes the
simplest thing to change Gerald's mood.
Recommendations from the same
series: My New Friend is So

Fun! and Waiting is Not Easy!

Chloe the Kitten
by Lily Small
Traveling through the enchanted realm of
Misty Wood to decorate cobwebs with
shining dewdrops, Chloe the Cobweb
Kitten meets a lost and frightened little
mouse who needs her help.

Show-and-Tell, Flat Stanley!
by Lori Haskins Houran
Participating in an exciting show-and-tell
day during which Miss Plum shows the
class her sparkly new engagement ring,
Flat Stanley is on the case when the ring
goes missing.

Hello, Crabby!
by Jonathan Fenske
Angered by the sun in his eyes, salt in his
teeth and sand in his shell, a discontented
Crabby resists his friend Plankton's efforts
to cheer him up, with laugh-out-loud
results.

Ice Rink Rookie
by Jake Maddox
When she joins a new hockey
team, Pilar needs to learn that being part
of a team means being open with your
teammates, so that they understand all
your strengths and weaknesses

Take the Plunge
by John Patrick Green
S.U.I.T. headquarters is under attack, and
Mango and Brash are going undercover
and underground disguised as city sewer
workers to unclog a sticky situation.

Pandas and Other Endangered
Species
by Mary Pope Osborne
A nonfiction companion to A Perfect Time for
Pandas.

Dinosaurs Before Dark
by Mary Pope Osborne
Eight-year-old Jack and his younger sister
Annie find a magic treehouse, which
whisks them back to an ancient time zone
where they see live dinosaurs.

Treasure in Trident City
by Debbie Dadey
While preparing for a unit on storytelling,
the mermaids of Trident Academy learn of
a legendary pirate treasure in their own
city and Pearl decides to find it, despite a
warning that it is guarded by a ghost.

Chomp of the Meat-Eating
Vegetables
by Troy Cummings
"Alexander's plate is full and to top it all
off, he has to battle giant meat-eating
vegetables before the town becomes
dinner.

Eva's Treetop Festival
by Rebecca Elliott
Young owl Eva Wingdale gets in over her
head when she decides to create a
Bloomtastic Festival at school, but the
festivities might have to be canceled if
she does not get enough help.

Super Game Book!
by Thomas Flintham
In this choose-your-own-adventure-style
book, readers can press start to help
Super Rabbit Boy rescue his kidnapped
animal friends from evil King Viking and
watch their choices make the story unfold
in fun and exciting ways.

The Princess in Black
by Shannon Hale
Stopping monsters is no job for a prim
and perfect princess in pink. So when
trouble calls, Princess Magnolia
transforms into her alter ego and
confronts the monster as...The Princess
in Black. Can the princess sneak away,

transform into her alter ego, and defeat the monster before
the nosy duchess discovers her secret?
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